Background
Not all cases heard in the courts find their way into a series of law reports. To be reported, a case must raise a point of legal importance. Law reports (the earliest examples were known as the Year Books) have existed since Edward I's reign. These To discover the meaning of the abbreviations used in each citation, it is necessary to consult an explanatory index (1). Many legal dictionaries also contain such indexes (2) . A short list is attached to this article (see Appendix 1).
Having found out what each series is called, the other elements of the citation are: Having interpreted the citation to discover which series to look for it is possible to go straight to the library shelves to consult the relevant volume. However, it may be difficult to gain access to a large enough law collection to satisfy all your needs. Many large public reference libraries will contain some material, especially the All England Law Reports and one or two legal journals. As these may, perhaps, be Yearbook, in the case of Lee v South West Thames kept in store always ask for assistance when necessary. Regional Health Authority. 
Other law materials
In addition to the law report series many general legal periodicals will contain brief notes of case decisions. They will also contain articles on items of current legal concern. The Solicitor's3Journal and New LawJournal, both weekly publications, often contain reports within two weeks of the decision. The Law Society Gazette, also weekly, takes a little longer. All these journals carry articles and reports ofcases ofmedical and ethical interest such as Gillick, Sidaway and C v S.
Legal textbooks and case books may be of help too, although care must be taken to ensure that the most recent edition is being used. There are also many looseleaf legal encyclopedias which contain reports, explanations and summaries. The loose-leaf format enables new materials to be inserted regularly and out of date material to be removed (See 7, 8 and 9 as examples).
Medico-legal journals too will contain both reports of cases and helpful articles. They are often cited in abbreviated form and the Index to Legal Citations and Abbreviations (1) also covers these law-related titles. 
